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6.

7.

8.

9.

Aisle, Structural, Support

CBE Forecast Space

COB Forecast Space

Depot Property

Earth-Covered Magazine

FYDP Forecast Space

(FY ) Vacant Space

10. Gross Storage Space

Warehouse-type structure aboveground
that is designated for storage of
ammunition and explosives, loaded, or
inert armnunition components. Rich-
mond magazines will be included.

Space required for aisles, space not
usable due to construction features,
and space required to support storage
operations.

Space required to support the budget
estimate forecast (COB + 1 yr).

Space required to support the
operating budget forecast (current
FY) .

Items assigned to the Centralized
Demilitarization Account (B5A).

Items assigned to the Depot Property
Account (llD).

Earth-covered structure constructed
of concrete and/or steel designed for
the storage of ammunition and
explosives.

Space required to support the FYDP
forecast (COB+ CBE+ 3 yrs).

The difference between the actual
occupied/forecast required space and
the net storage space for the COB,
CBE, and FYDP. Machine generated.

Storage space available for storage
of ammunition and explosives, loaded,
or inert ammunition components. For
determination of gross storage space
in covered structures. use interior
dimensions without
structural, aisle,
losses. For open,
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include that space that has been
prepared to permit effective
operation of material handling
equipment. Open unimproved space
will be equal to that which is
actually in use. Y-sites that are
being used will be included in the
open, improved space.

11. Industrial Space

12. Magazine

13. MOB Space

14. Net Storage Space

15. Occupied

16. Open Improved

17. Open Unimproved

Storage space at plants and arsenals
that is used or reserved for storage
of components, bulk explosives, and
finished ammunition within the
industrial account.

A structure designed for storage of
explosives, armnunition, or explosive-
loaded components.

Space identified and reserved for the
storage of items to support a mobili-
zation plan.

The difference between the gross
storage space and sum of the
unusable, outgranted, standby, and
aisle, structural, support. Machine
generated.

Space occupied by materiel, including
vacant space restricted from use due
to quantity/distance relationships,
compatibility requirements, or crit-
icality limitations.

Open areas that have been graded and
hard-surfaced or prepared with
topping of some suitable material so
as to permit effective materiel
handling operations. Y-sites that
are being used shall be reported.

Areas that have not been surfaced but
are occupied by stored materiel.
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18. Other Covered

19. Other

20. Outgranted

Space, other than magazine and
warehouse, that is designated for
storage of ammunition, components,
and related materiel.

Owners other than Army, (AMCCOM,
MICOM), Air Force, Navy, and Marine
Corps, demil, and depot property.

Storage space that is outleased,
licensed, or permitted to private,
non-DoD Government (Federal, State,
county, local, or foreign) agencies
for their operation, and storage
space that is licensed or operatincj
under permit to Military Services or
agencies of DoD.

21. Percent Occupied . The relationship of the occupied to
the net storage space. Machine
generated.

2 2 .Plant

23. Short Tons (S/T}

24. Standby

25. Total Covered

26. Unusable

Manufacturing facility (including
arsenals) designated for storage of
industrial stocks. It may or may not
have a wholesale storage mission.

Expression of weight of stored
materiel; one S/T = 2,000 lbs.

Gross storage space that is contained
in completely empty, covered
structures that are not required to
support the installations mission and
that have been secured.

The sum of earth covered and above-
-ground magazines, warehouses, and
other covered spaces. Machine
generated.

Space so deteriorated that it fails
to provide a sufficiently protective
environment, is considered unsafe for
storage, or because of its location
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27. Vacant

28. Warehouse
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is an unwarranted security risk or
its occupancy would be in violation
of local safety ordinances.

29. Wholesale Space

The difference between the net .
storage space and occupied/forecast
required space. Machine generated.

A building designed for storage
purposes, constructed with roof and
complete side and end walls.

Storage space at plants and arsenals
that is used or reserved for storage
of finished ammunition and/or
components.
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